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This work presents CascadeCNN, an automated toolflow that
pushes the quantisation limits of any given CNN model, to
perform high-throughput inference by exploiting the
computation time-accuracy trade-off. Without the need for
retraining, a two-stage architecture tailored for any given
FPGA device is generated, consisting of a low- and a high-
precision unit. A confidence evaluation unit is employed
between them to identify misclassified cases at run time and
forward them to the high-precision unit or terminate
computation. Experiments demonstrate that CascadeCNN
achieves a performance boost of up to 55% for VGG-16 and
48% for AlexNet over the baseline design for the same
resource budget and accuracy.

The generated system consists of:
• A low-precision unit (LPU), employing excessively low-

precision arithmetic to trade lower accuracy with high-
throughput CNN inference.

• A high-precision unit (HPU), which guarantees the same
accuracy with the reference model.

• A Confidence Evaluation Unit (CEU), that detects samples
that were wrongly classified by the LPU and redirects
them to the HPU for reprocessing, to restore accuracy.

Given:
• A high-level description of a trained CNN model (i.e. Caffe model).
• The available resources of a target Xilinx FPGA platform.
• A small evaluation set for the target application.
• An application-level error tolerance (e.g. top5 classification error).
CascadeCNN considers the error-tolerance and target CNN-FPGA pair to:
• Select quantisation scheme for the LPU and the HPU.
• Configure the parameters of the CEU.
• Generate the highly optimised cascade hardware architecture.

Key idea: Estimate degree of uncertainty of a prediction, based on
skikiness of (sorted) probability distribution. A tunable generalised Best-
vs-Second-Best metric is introduced, defined as:
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where 𝑝_𝑖 denotes the i-th element of the probability vector 𝑝, while 𝑀,𝑁
form tunable parameters.

By designing a cascaded two-stage architecture, tailored to
the target CNN-FPGA pair and user-specified error tolerance,
the proposed framework demonstrates remarkable speed-up
on both VGG-16 and AlexNet, compared to a single-stage
architecture for the same resource budget and accuracy. By
exposing the application-level error tolerance to the design
space exploration to increase the overall system throughput,
CascadeCNN outperforms the current state-of-the-art FPGA
based CNN accelerators.
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